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THE JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY BY YOUNSTERS IN AN ORGANIC FARM 

The young SCI volunteers had the opportunity to organize a workcamp in an organic farm in Ringlet, 
Cameron Highlands.  

To these city folks, many had no idea what farming was. It was a culture shock for a few of them on the 
first day. Despite the complains about numerous insects’ bites, body aching and muscle pain for the 
hard work, they were still looking forward to learn more new things, enjoy the fun and getting 
themselves well-prepared to ‘invite’ the SURPRISE given by nature.  

Their positive energy impressed the owner-Mr Fung as he never thought that youngsters nowadays will 
take the initiative to get involved in all these hard works, rather preferring to stay at home with 
electronic gadgets and the many TV dramas. 

This workcamp is a mixture of volunteers from France, Bangladesh, Slovenia, Indonesia and of course 
Malaysia. Their working hour is from 7am to 5pm daily, which includes harvesting, packing, weeding, 
doing compost, sowing etc. There were tons of questions being raised daily to the farmer- why, how, 
what kind of…… But Mr Fung was patient, offering further explanation and sharing with the volunteers. 

During the sharing session, some of them expressed that although they have just spent 4 days in the 
farm, but they feel like it was one month. No matter what, although they were not used to the workload 
and body aching, they enjoyed the moment being together and they got used to it after that - it’s an 
eye-opening experience! The foundering member of SCI Malaysia- Uncle Stephen said that this bunch of 
volunteers are now qualified as ‘semi-organic farmer’. 

The owner, Mr Fung took the initiative to contact us, the SinChew Daily for the interview as he feels that 
the society nowadays is full of negative energy and wished that we could spread the positive energy by 
these volunteers to everyone. — in Ringlet, Pahang, Malaysia. 





